MA: Sm
martphon
ne‐Based Indoor Localizatio
L
on
This doccument desscribes the subject and the geneeral time scchedule of the masterr thesis of
Pascal B
Bissig, begin
nning in the autumn term 2011. A
Adaptations or changess can be agrreed upon
by the advisors.

Subjectt
The pub
blic availability of thee GPS systeem and thee decreasing price of GPS hardw
ware have
rendered it possible that almo
ost all new smartphon
nes come with
w a built‐iin GPS mo
odule. This
allows the users of smartphones to be loccalized all around the world
w
within
n a precision of a few
meters. Knowing th
he precise lo
ocation of a user is nott only impo
ortant for naavigation, but reveals
also a llot about tthe currentt context o
of a person
n. For exam
mple, the d
device migh
ht behave
differently if the user
u
is in a meeting ro
oom, in thee canteen, or in his offfice. Thereefore, it is
desirable to know the location of a peerson also indoors. However, while GPS w
works well
outdoorrs, does not work at all in buildingss. In fact, effficient and precise indo
oor localizattion is still
an open
n research problem.
o solve the problem o
pproaches have
h
been proposed to
of indoor loccalization.
Several different ap
Some, ssuch as ulttrasonic‐bassed localizaation or RFID‐based localization, rely on additional
hardwarre infrastru
ucture. Thesse techniqu
ues normally feature a high precision, but have the
disadvan
ntage that tthey only w
work with specialized h
hardware and at locations, that h
have been
prepared for it. Oth
hers, such as localizatio
on using Wi‐Fi signals o
or GSM‐sign
nals, try to eexploit the
existing installation
ns but come with the disadvantagee of a low prrecision.
The goal of this theesis is to usse the existiing hardwarre of state‐of‐the‐art A
Android smaartphones
to perfo
orm indoor localization as precise aas possible. The localizaation algoritthm should make use
of all avvailable (and
d meaningful) sensors and combine this info
ormation in an appropriate way.
These are (at leastt): The maggnetic field sensor, thee gyroscopee, the accellerometer, the GSM‐
he Wi‐Fi siggnal, and visible GPS sattellites.
signal, th
p an algorithm that usees the sensors to determine the
In a firstt step, Pasccal will havee to develop
absolutee orientation of the sm
martphone in
n the presen
nce of synth
hetic magneetic fields. Thereafter
T
he will have
h
to develop a proggram that alllows determ
mining the motion of tthe subject. In a third
step he will combin
ne the relative position
n signals (fro
om the mottion) and th
he absolute signals to
optimallly localize th
he smartpho
one.
Versus the end, a demonstration application will be develo
oped that visualizes
v
th
he indoor
localizattion in an atttractive maanner.

Time schedule (Total: 25 weeks)








Study related work
Design, implement, and test algorithm to determine absolute orientation
Design, implement, and test algorithm to determine movement‐speed
Adapt the SLAM algorithm to the observations of smartphones
Program a cool demo application
Evaluate the localization system
Write the report
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The Students’ Duties







One meeting per week with the advisers.
Regular check‐ins of the progress using the Subversion system
One intermediate presentation (15 min).
One final presentation (15 min).
A final report (15 to 40 pages, English or German), presenting work and results.
Two copies of the report (each containing a CD with relevant code, etc.) should be handed
in in the end.

General


Independent working is expected
 A possibility to work in the ETZ is provided. It is also possible to work at home

Contacts/Advisers
1. Welten Samuel: welten@tik.ee.ethz.ch, ETZ G61.4, phone 044 632 70 05
2. Roger Wattenhofer: wattenhofer@tik.ee.ethz.ch, ETZ G63, phone 044 632 63 12

